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Don’t Waste Hobart report
An interactive social media campaign to reduce waste to landfill in Hobart
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More praise for Don’t Waste Hobart
I live with my husband, and I think we have managed to cut down from 2 rubbish bags a week to 1 a week as
a result of reducing plastic packaging and reusing and recycling more. I really loved the videos and information
on recycling in Hobart, especially recycling electronics which can be hard to know what to do with!
We just started composting a few weeks ago and have seen the significantly decreased amount of waste we
are putting in the rubbish, about half of what we normally have done. We have also started reusing what we
can, everything from yogurt containers to paper bags from bakeries, etc. We have also been looking for ways to
reduce by replacing basic things like paper towel with cloth rags, choosing products with less packaging (or using our
own containers when we are able to for food), etc.
I'm sure my husband and I bin less than 1kg/week - perhaps even less than 500g/week. Don’t Waste Hobart was
very encouraging for me – sometimes I've felt a bit alone, almost crazy in my efforts. Thanks again, and keep up the
good work!
Oberon and Lauren Carter's video was fantastic and seeing them do it with three children truly is inspirational.
The Carter family! What a wonderful inspiration.
Really enjoyed all the videos :)
All of them were informative and the last one had very practical ideas.
For me it made it plain that many people are trying to build a more sustainable environment so the things we are
doing don't seem to be so strange.
I found the electronic recycling video really helpful as I have never known what to do with electronic things that stop
working but didn't want them to go into landfill! Now I know where I can take them to get them recycled properly.
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Summary of recommendations
The following recommendations have arisen from the Don’t Waste Hobart project and are explained further in
context throughout this report.
1. Fund further projects that focus on sharing relatable and inspirational personal success stories.
2. Expand Council recycling services to include fluorescent tubes, compact fluorescent lights, and flexible
plastics
3. Ensure information for the Hobart area is kept up-to-date on Recycling Near You and Recycle Smart.
That might involve a once-off check (which Sustainable Living Tasmania would be happy to do for a
small fee), followed by informing them of any changes as they arise.
4. Promote Recycling Near You (and Recycle Smart if it is assessed to be suitable) to the public as to where
to find out how to recycling items that can’t go into kerbside recycling bins.
5. Support practical composting workshops.
6. Support a campaign to reduce food waste.
7. Introduce green waste collection.
8. Change to biodegradable bags for dog poo.
9. For future grants, allow money to be spent on wages.

Activities
From late August to early December 2015, Sustainable Living Tasmania undertook an interactive social media
campaign aimed at educating and inspiring Hobartians to reduce waste going to landfill.
The #DontWasteHobart hashtag was used to track posts. Facebook was used to post information in various
formats (text, links, images, and videos) and to interact with the public. Twitter, Instagram, and Google Plus
were used to a lesser extent; basically limited to responding to other people’s posts on those platforms. Some
posts were ‘boosted’ (i.e. paid advertising) with the target audience specifically limited to people living in the
Hobart municipality.
A YouTube playlist of 15 videos was created. 12 of these were made specifically for the project, 1 was a wasterelated video previously made by Sustainable Living Tasmania, and the other 2 were made by Rethink Waste
Tasmania and SBS.
The campaign was divided into 3 sections: Recycling, Reusing and Reducing, with the public engaged in
different ways, and a set of videos and numerous posts made for each section.

Recycling
We asked the public to post questions about recycling, which we then researched and answered. Questions
tended to fall into the four categories, which are described below along with two examples for each:
•

Can I put X in my kerbside recycling bin?
o “Can you recycle the lids of cans and the lids on milk bottles?”
o “What happens to those little soy sauce fish, can they be recycled?”
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•

What do I need to do to X before putting it in the recycling bin?
o “If I place a milk bottle in the recycling bin with a bit of milk in it, will it still be recycled?”
o “Is it true that crushing boxes, empty milk cartons, etc. isn't a proper recycling move?”

•

What happens to X when it is recycled?
o “What happens to biscuit packaging after the truck picks it up and is there a process to separate
plastics and bottles or do they all go through the same process?”
o

•

“Wondering what proportion of recycling material actually gets dumped anyway”

Where can I recycle X? (specifically items that can’t go in kerbside recycling bins)
o “How can I recycle household fluoro bulbs in Hobart?”
o “What about ink cartridges? I never know what to do with these.”

When unsure we checked answers with relevant staff at City of Hobart, the SKM Materials Recycling Centre,
Replas, and other organisations as appropriate.
Throughout our research we made a number of posts to inform the public of particular recycling options they
may not have been aware of, particularly about how to recycle things that cannot go into kerbside recycling
bins.
A series of 5 videos were added to the Don’t Waste Hobart playlist on Sustainable Living Tasmania’s YouTube
channel; including a video providing an overview of kerbside recycling by Rethink Waste Tasmania; and a video
featuring City of Hobart’s Manager of Cleansing and Solid Waste, David Holman, about recycling items that
can’t go in kerbside recycling bins. The other 3 videos introduced, linked and concluded the recycling section of
the playlist.
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Figure 1 This post proved popular, being shared more than 100 times.

Reusing
We asked the public to post their creative reuse ideas to social media using the #DontWasteHobart hashtag.
The response was underwhelming compared with the questions we received on recycling. The incentive of a
prize for the most creative reuse idea may have helped, but we had only budgeted for prizes for the Reducing
section and the Public evaluation survey. Instead, to keep the content flowing we posted reuse ideas from
around the world.
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Figure 2 Reusing old jeans as flower pots was suggested by the South Hobart Sustainable Community

A series of 4 videos were added to the Don’t Waste Hobart playlist on Sustainable Living Tasmania’s YouTube
channel, including a medley of reuse ideas submitted by the public, and 2 videos on inspiring local reuse
initiatives (Art from Trash exhibition, and Tree Change Dolls). The other video introduced the reusing section.

Reducing
We interviewed people on camera at the Sustainable Living Festival for ideas on how to reduce the amount of
waste they create in the first place. The incentive of going in the draw to win a $100 voucher for the Hobart Tip
Shop was offered. We were pleasantly surprised with many enthusiastic responses. Responses were edited
together into a video.
A second video was made interviewing the Carter family, who had participated in Sustainable Living Tasmania’s
Sustainability Challenge, which was promoted by Hobart’s 107.3 Heart FM with Dave & Kylie. Through the
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Challenge, they made practical changes that saw them put absolutely nothing into their kerbside bins - landfill
and recycling! An additional 3 videos introduced, linked and concluded the subjects.

Outputs
•

15 video playlist on YouTube: youtube.com/watch?v=RpIk0dr9RWg&list=PLSGmpyDbL0hK3f-OAd1RsZEzi5WSmFUE&index=1

•

Webpage on Sustainable Living Tasmania website: slt.org.au/dontwastehobart

•

37 posts by Sustainable Living Tasmania, and 56 public posts by others on Facebook:
facebook.com/hashtag/DontWasteHobart

•

This report

Evaluation
Public evaluation survey
A short online survey was used to gauge the impact of the Don’t Waste Hobart project. Thirty people
responded. The responses to each question are summarised below.

1. What people learned
The first question asked what people had learned. It was a multiple choice question that allowed respondents
to choose multiple choices. Every respondent checked at least one choice, indicating that everyone learned
something from the project.
The results indicate that people learned new information across all three categories: recycling, reusing and
reducing.
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Figure 3 Responses to question 1 on the public evaluation survey

What (if anything) did you learn from the Don't Waste Hobart
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2. Resulting changes
The second question asked what people had changed. As with the first question, every respondent checked at
least one choice, indicating that everyone made a change as a result of the project.
Figure 4 Responses to question 2 on the public evaluation survey

What changes (if any) have you made as a result of the Don't Waste
Hobart videos and social media posts? (Check all that apply)
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
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waste that I used to
put in the garbage bin
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Most strikingly, 90% of respondents reported being more committed to waste reduction, which leads to further
changes being made into the future, and is very important for changes to become established long-term
practices.

3. Most impactful video/post
Survey respondents were asked “Was there a particular video or post that had an impact on you? If so, please
describe it briefly, and feel free to elaborate on what impact it had.”

Reducing waste
The most common response was the video of the Carter family, followed by the interviews on waste reduction
strategies from the Sustainable Living Festival. We believe this had a lot to do with both videos featuring
people the audience could directly relate to.
Experiencing peers voice ideas and model behaviours is well known to sociologists as a powerful tool for
normalisation – the social processes through which ideas and actions come to be seen as "normal" and become
taken-for-granted or 'natural' in everyday life. This was clearly demonstrated in many of the responses to this
question:
•
•
•
•
•

“For me it made it plain that many people are trying to build a more sustainable environment so the things
we are doing don't seem to be so strange.”
“What other people do to reduce their waste, and what other things I can do to help.”
“Oberon and Lauren Carter's video was fantastic and seeing them do it with three children truly is
inspirational.”
“Don’t Waste Hobart was very encouraging for me – sometimes I've felt a bit alone, almost crazy in my
efforts.”
“It's really good to know that things can change for the better!”

Figure 5 People were inspired by the video on the Carter family achieving zero waste
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Recommendation 1: Fund further projects that focus on sharing relatable
and inspirational personal success stories.

Recycling items that can’t go in kerbside recycling bins
Other respondents to this question referenced videos or posts about recycling items that can’t go in kerbside
recycling bins. For example:
•

“Recycling processes and options - how much easier it's getting to recycle many different types of plastics and
other items.”

•

I found the electronic recycling video really helpful as I have never known what to do with electronic things
that stop working but didn't want them to go into landfill! Now I know where I can take them to get them
recycled properly.

This was reinforced by the fact that the two most liked and shared posts were on this topic, demonstrating a
public thirst to recycle a greater variety of materials (e.g. electronics, batteries, compact fluorescent light
globes, scrunchable plastic, etc.).
Recommendation 2: Expand Council recycling services to include
fluorescent tubes, compact fluorescent lights, and flexible plastics
The most comprehensive source of information on recycling items that can’t go into kerbside recycling bins is
Planet Ark’s Recycling Near You website. It has a page specifically about recycling in Hobart, and includes
information on recycling facilities and services for 35 categories of waste.
There is now also an app supported by Planet Ark on both Android and Apple platforms called Recycle Smart.
On first review, the app appears to fall short in providing locally accurate information; however this may
improve over time.

Recommendation 3: Ensure information for the Hobart area is kept up-todate on Recycling Near You and Recycle Smart. That might involve a onceoff check (which Sustainable Living Tasmania would be happy to do for a
small fee), followed by informing them of any changes as they arise.

Recommendation 4: Promote Recycling Near You (and Recycle Smart if it
is assessed to be suitable) to the public as to where to find out how to
recycling items that can’t go into kerbside recycling bins.

4. What is needed to further reduce waste
The fourth question asked “What would help you to further reduce how much waste you create?”
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By far the most common theme (40% of respondents) was regarding greater access to groceries with less/no
packaging. For example:
• “… easier access to package-free shopping.”
• “Have more options for buying items with less packaging.”
Others identified information as a barrier:
• “… very useful information for me was that I could take my containers to a shop to fill in. But which shops in
Hobart accept such consumer behaviour? More practical information, list of things, places would help,
please.”
• “Better information about 'scrunchable' plastic recycling - information about which supermarkets have
collection points - and are there any other collection points? What about a map of collection points for
things other than wheelie bin materials?”
The above reinforces the need for Recommendations 2, 3, & 4.
Another common theme was around motivation, which reinforces the need for Recommendation 1:
• “Hearing more stories”
• “To be reminded that waste is everywhere and it may seem like time reducing but it is waste increasing”
Four respondents specifically mentioned green waste and composting as an area they could make significant
improvements:
• “A practical beginner’s guide to composting!!”
• “information about green waste.”
Recommendation 5: Support practical composting workshops.

Recommendation 6: Support a campaign to reduce food waste.

Recommendation 7: Introduce green waste collection.
Finally, there was this very practical suggestion:
• “Biodegradable dog poo bags at the park (ideally with onsite worm farms)!!”
Recommendation 8: Change to biodegradable bags for dog poo.

5. Estimated waste reduction
Survey respondents were asked to estimate how much they had reduced their waste to landfill as a result of the
Don’t Waste Hobart project. Responses ranged from 0.1kg/week by two respondents who had already put a lot
of effort into reducing waste before the project, and 10kg/week by someone who hadn’t but really engaged
with the project and made some major changes. The average was 3.12kg/week.
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Estimated waste reduction for the overall project
Determining the waste reduction resulting from a social media campaign is difficult. Below is our best
conservative estimate.
We divided people into three levels of engagement; high, medium, and low, and estimated the number of
people in each level using the number of shares (1058), likes (2842) and “unique engaged users”3 (6459) for our
Don’t Waste Hobart Facebook posts respectively. We believe these numbers are underestimates, because they
include only 37 posts that we made and not the 56 public posts made by others, nor the indeterminate number
of private posts that we are unable to see.
We then attributed average waste reductions in kilograms per week to each group. We started with the average
reduction estimated by survey respondents of 3.12kg/week. These people were probably relatively engaged,
which means they were more likely to reduce their waste, but also more likely to have produced less waste in
the first place. To again be conservative we reduced this figure to 2kg/week, 1kg/week and 0.5kg/week for
people with high, moderate and low engagement respectively.
Table 1 Estimated waste reductions by engagement level

Engagement
level
High
Moderate
Low
Combined

Estimated
number of
people
1058
1784
2559
5401

Estimated average
reduction per
person (kg/week)
2
1
0.5
0.96

Total
reduction
(tonnes/year)
110
93
67
269

The resulting estimate is a reduction of 269 tonnes per year. We expect the reduction to be on-going, and
growing over time as ideas and practices spread.

Financials
Table 2 Budgeted and actual expenditure for cash and in-kind. All figures exclude GST.

Item
Video production
Script writing
Advertising
Prizes for participants
Postage/Freight/Courier
Project management
Administration
Total

3

Budgeted cash
4,000
500
300
200
0
0
0
5,000

Actual cash
4,000
500
220
272
8
0
0
5,000

Budgeted in-kind
6,000
0
0
0
0
2,500
950
9,450

Actual in-kind
8,000
0
0
0
0
5,000
950
13,950

Unique “engaged users” is a metric that Facebook specifically monitors and reports on.
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The conditions of the grant did not allow for grant money to be spent on wages. On this occasion we were able
and willing to invest our time in the project at our own expense as we wanted to build our knowledge and
networks around waste in Tasmania – which we did successfully. However, we may not have capacity to run
such a project at a loss in future and would like to explain why we feel not being able to spend grant money on
wages is problematic. Firstly, making anything worthwhile happen requires people’s time. So, preventing
people from being paid with grant money rules out approaches that could be more cost effective. Secondly,
the restriction is easily circumvented by engaging people as contractors instead of staff. So, the restriction
prevents some people but not others from being paid grant money for their work. The people it prevents are
often the most effective as they are already part of an integrated, functioning team.
Recommendation 9: For future grants, allow money to be spent on wages.
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